Three experiments examined conceptual change from reading refutational texts and how such learning interacted with prior knowledge organization. Prior to reading, 3 groups of learners were identified on the basis of their prior knowledge of the targeted concept: 2 groups held misconceptions; 1 group was generally accurate. Experiment 1 tested learning from a text that contrasted a misconception and the correct conception of the phenomenon of airflow against learning from a text that repeated the correct scientific description twice. The 2 reader groups learned from both types of texts about equally. Experiment 2 contrasted a more traditional refutational text to the "repetition" text. Learning was better with the refutational than the repetition text for both misconception groups on both measures. Experiment 3 demonstrated that learners who held largely accurate conceptions prior to reading texts that presented misconceptions preserved their largely accurate performance. Overall, the results suggest that the inclusion of an explicit refutation of the misconception is critical for instigating knowledge revision when readers possess inaccurate prior conceptions.
Conceptual change research indicates that readers often rely on naive, misconception-based prior knowledge when attempting to comprehend scientific texts (Alvermann, Smith, & Readence, 1985; Dole, 2000; Guzzetti, 2000; Kendeou & van den Broek, 2005) . Prior knowledge can be characterized as misconception based when the reader's conception differs from the currently accepted scientific conception (Driver, Squires, Rushworth, & Wood-Robinson, 1994; McCloskey, 1983; Samarapungavan & Wiers, 1997; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992) . 1 Many researchers have argued that misconceptions are quite ubiquitous and that they are impediments to the acquisition of more scientifically acceptable conceptions, especially when "coherent" or "strongly held" (Dole, 2000; Dole & Sinatra, 1998; Hewson & Hewson, 1984) . In particular, some have argued that holding a coherent misconception may overwhelm recognition of its inconsistency with the scientific conception (Otero & Kintsch, 1992; Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982) . This may be particularly the case when instruction does little to highlight the presence of misconceptions and promote their active revision (Chambliss & Calfee, 1998; Champagne, Gunstone, & Klopfer, 1983; Driver & Easley, 1978; Hewson & Hewson, 1984; Pace, Marshall, Horowitz, Lipson, & Lucido, 1989; West & Pines, 1985) .
To address this conundrum, researchers have developed a general sequence of instructional practices for the purposes of remediating misconceptions (Alparslan, Tekkaya, & Geban, 2003; Duit & Treagust, 2003; Hewson & Hewson, 1983; Posner et al., 1982; Smith, Blakeslee, & Anderson, 1993) . First, researchers consider the kinds of misconceptions that learners most often display when learning in the domain of interest. Then, attempts are made to activate these misconceptions, with explicit "tags" of inaccuracy. This is followed by an introduction of the more appropriate, scientifically accepted conception.
One way in which this instructional approach to conceptual change has been implemented is through the use of refutational texts (Dole, 2000; Guzzetti, 2000; Guzzetti, Snyder, Glass, & Gamas, 1993; Hynd, 2001; Hynd & Guzzetti, 1998) . Refutational texts comprise three key features, corresponding to the three elements of the instructional sequence listed above. A misconception believed to be commonly held is described. Then the refutational statement states that the misconception is, in fact, inaccurate ("If you also think in this way, you are mistaken. . ."). Immediately afterward, the scientifically accepted conception is presented as a contrast (Dole, 2000; Guzzetti, 2000; Hynd, 2003; Hynd & Guzzetti, 1998; van den Broek & Kendeou, 2008) . In the typical experimental paradigm, conceptual change after reading a refutational text is compared to conceptual change after reading a "nonrefutational" version of the correct content. That is, the nonrefutational comparison texts present only the scientifically accepted conception with no mention of the misconception.
Research conducted with the typical paradigm has shown positive effects of reading refutational texts on retention of science information and inference-level or application performance compared to reading nonrefutational texts across a range of science topics and age groups (Alvermann & Hague, 1989; Ariasi & Mason, 2011; Chambers & Andre, 1997; Diakidoy, Kendeou, & Ioannides, 2003; Diakidoy, Mouskounti, & Ioannides, 2011; Guzzetti, Williams, Skeels, & Wu, 1997; Hynd, Alvermann, & Qian, 1997; Hynd, McWhorter, Phares, & Suttles, 1994; Mason & Gava, 2007; Mason, Gava, & Boldrin, 2008; Mikkilä-Erdmann, 2001 ). At the same time, other research studies have failed to find positive effects for refutational texts either on retention (Kendeou, Muis, & Fulton, 2011; Kendeou & van den Broek, 2007; Mason et al., 2008; Mikkilä-Erdmann, 2001 ) or on learning of the scientific content (Alvermann & Hague, 1989; Broughton, Sinatra, & Reynolds, 2010; Hynd & Guzzetti, 1998; Kendeou et al., 2011; Kendeou & van den Broek, 2007; Mikkilä-Erdmann, Penttinen, Anto, & Olkinuora, 2008; Palmer, 2003) . There are additional concerns that refutational texts might introduce misconceptions to readers who do not already hold them (Hynd et al., 1997) .
We see two major issues with regard to the inconsistent results of reading refutational texts on conceptual change. The first involves assumptions about how refutational and nonrefutational texts are processed and potential interactions with readers' prior knowledge. The second involves specific features of the refutational as well as the nonrefutational texts used in previous studies.
Processing Models for Refutational and Nonrefutational Texts
Given the differences between refutational and nonrefutational texts, most theories of text processing, learning, and memory would predict differences in how readers would process each type of text and in the resulting mental representations of the information. In particular, generic activation-based text processing models (Kintsch, 1994 (Kintsch, , 1998 Linderholm, Virtue, Tzeng, & van den Broek, 2004; Myers & O'Brien, 1998) would predict that the misconception in a refutational text should activate the misconception in the prior knowledge of the reader. The sequential structure of the three statements in the refutational text implies that the misconception would be available in consciousness when the statement of its inaccuracy and the correct conception are processed on subsequent input cycles. In the nonrefutational text, the misconception is never mentioned, nor is it indicated as incorrect. As such, there is a much lower likelihood that a reader's misconception would become activated from prior knowledge alongside the correct concept. Kendeou and colleagues' coactivation hypothesis states that when the misconception and the correct conception are coactivated in working memory as a result of reading refutational texts, these conditions support readers' engagement in more strategic conceptual change processing in service of reconciling the discrepancies between the text and prior knowledge. In support of this hypothesis, Kendeou and colleagues demonstrated that readers allocate more time on target scientific sentences in refutation versus control versions of texts, and their think-aloud comments reveal more "conceptual change strategies" on the target scientific sentences (Kendeou et al., 2011; Kendeou & van den Broek, 2007; van den Broek & Kendeou, 2008) . Ideally, discrepancy resolution attempts in response to refutational texts would result in conceptual change favoring the scientific conception.
Although the processing characterization outlined above designates knowledge activation as central for instigating conceptual change from texts, refutational text research has not systematically investigated the role of individual differences in the misconception(s) that readers bring to the processing of refutational or nonrefutational texts. In fact, a critical review of the literature suggests that empirical investigations rarely restrict their recruitment criteria for participation to individuals who clearly endorse misconceptions prior to reading. This is particularly problematic for claims about a refutational text's effectiveness in promoting conceptual change from misconception-based to more accurate conceptions. A major issue for the present research is whether and how the refutational text effect is affected by the content and structure of a reader's prior knowledge related to the concept and misconceptions about it.
Prior Knowledge of Misconceptions
Two theoretical positions dominate the discourse regarding the knowledge organization of misconceptions in science. One position posits that misconceptions are coherently organized around implicit "theories" (Gopnik & Wellman, 1994; Vosniadou & Mason, 2011; Wellman & Gelman, 1992) . Support for this position comes from data indicating that learners are relatively consistent in their use of one misconception when generating predictions and causal explanations across a variety of contexts (Carey, 1985 (Carey, , 1991 (Carey, , 2000 Chi, 1992 Chi, , 2005 Chi, Slotta, & de Leeuw, 1994; Ioannides & Vosniadou, 2002; McCloskey, 1983; Slotta & Chi, 2006; Slotta, Chi, & Joram, 1995; Vosniadou, 1994; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992 Watson, Prieto, & Dillon, 1997) . The other theoretical position holds that misconceptions emerge from prior knowledge about a topic that is incoherent and fragmented in "pieces" (diSessa, 1988 (diSessa, , 1993 diSessa, Gillespie, & Esterly, 2004) . That is, from a "pieces" perspective, prior knowledge consists of unstructured collections of many discrete elements that become activated on the basis of their perceived relevance to the situation (diSessa, 1993 (diSessa, , 2008 Özdemir & Clark, 2007) . Support for a fragmentary position comes from data indicating that learners generate contradictory, inaccurate predictions and causal explanations across a set of problems that should invoke the same scientific conception (Clark, 2006; Cooke & Breedin, 1994; diSessa, 1993 diSessa, , 1996 diSessa, , 2002 Galili & Bar, 1997; Ranney, 1994; Tytler, 1994) . Thus, "knowledge in pieces" proponents contend that inconsistent and unsystematic responding across problem contexts is evidence for knowledge structures that are fragmentary and too weakly organized to be considered "coherent" or "theorylike" (Clark, 2006; diSessa, 1988 diSessa, , 1993 diSessa, , 2002 diSessa et al., 2004; Hammer, 1996; Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, 1994) .
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tations as new information is encountered, the theories differ in their views of the initial properties of prior knowledge, as discussed above, which in turn can be seen to affect the nature and scope of the revision process (Özdemir & Clark, 2007) . In particular, the coherence of knowledge structures at the initial knowledge state has implications for the activation of information from long-term memory during text processing (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995) . In the case of holding a coherent naive theory about a topic, a large, tightly connected network of propositions related to the reader's misconception will become activated during reading, whereas holding fragmentary knowledge would lead to relatively more isolated activation of propositions in long-term memory. The differences in patterns of activation among ideas in long-term memory could then affect the detection of conflict while reading, as well as the extent to which prior knowledge is modified to weaken initial misconceptions and to strengthen the coherence and stability of the correct conception.
For readers who hold fragmentary misconceptions, a set of discrete elements may become activated in long-term memory due to semantic overlap with the text input. We assume these isolated ideas might not accrue sufficient activation to remain in consciousness when subsequent sentences are read, including the disconfirmation sentence and the statement of the scientifically accurate conception. In response to the sentences conveying the scientifically accurate information, an altogether different set of knowledge elements may become activated. Accordingly, readers with fragmented misconceptions might be less likely to notice a discrepancy or experience cognitive conflict, as misconceptions would not be co-present in consciousness with the correct conception. Thus, readers with fragmented prior knowledge may be less likely to revise their prior knowledge, less likely to attempt to reconcile different representations with each other, and less likely to generate a coherent and stable representation of the correct conception. A representation of the correct conception might be established, but it may become just one of many possible understandings that can be brought to bear in new contexts.
On the other hand, for readers with a coherent misconception, reading the refutational text would activate a connected network of propositions related to the misconception (Goldman, Varma, & Coté, 1996; van den Broek, Young, Tzeng, & Linderholm, 1999) . Because this knowledge is represented in a network, the information should stay relatively active for a longer period of time; therefore, it would be more likely to be active when the disconfirming statement and then the statement of the correct concept are read. According to van den Broek and Kendeou (2008) , the coactivation of the misconception at the same time as the correct conception should support recognition of a discrepancy between the accurate input sentence and the entire misconception network. As such, readers with coherent misconceptions might be more likely to experience cognitive conflict, which some consider a critical impetus for conceptual change (Chan, Burtis, & Bereiter, 1997; Chinn & Brewer, 1998; Hewson & Hewson, 1984; Posner et al., 1982) . Detecting conflict may prompt a revision or replacement process that could weaken the representation of incorrect conceptions in memory. Encountering an elaboration or explanation about the correct concept could also help to increase the coherence and stability of the representation of the accurate concept in memory. At the same time, enhancing the correct knowledge representation could help to weaken the misconception network. Thus, refutational texts might particularly encourage readers with coherent misconceptions to intentionally revise, reorganize, or replace their misconceptions in favor of the correct scientific conception via explicit attempts to relate prior understandings to the novel conception.
The present research examined the role of differences among readers in the structure of prior knowledge about a target scientific principle (differences in air pressure causing airflow) on postreading recognition and recall memory tasks. Experiments 1 and 2 compared readers holding fragmentary versus coherent misconceptions, and Experiment 3 examined readers whose understanding was largely correct.
The Impact of Text Characteristics on the Refutational Text Effect
A second reason that research is inconsistent with regard to evidence for conceptual change from reading refutational texts may reside in variability in the structure and content of the refutational and comparison nonrefutational texts. The refutational text effect is based on comparing performance after reading the refutational text and performance after reading the nonrefutational text. Accordingly, if refutational statements only imply that the misconception is inaccurate, this may not be a strong enough "confrontation" of the reader's belief to produce a significantly different result than reading a nonrefutational version. For example, some refutational statements merely imply inaccuracy ("the scientific explanation is a bit more complex than this. . ."), whereas others explicitly state that the misconception is not accurate ("If you believe this, you are wrong"). Previous studies that used texts containing explicit refutational statements such as the latter tended to produce more robust learning advantages for refutational texts than for their respective control texts (Ariasi & Mason, 2011; Mason et al., 2008; Vilppu, Mikkilä-Erdmann, & Ahopelto, 2011) or to results from other studies in which the refutation of the misconception was less explicit (Alvermann & Hague, 1989; Broughton et al., 2010) . In the present research, we examined whether the refutational statement was present or not and the impact on performance in relation to prior knowledge differences.
At the same time, characteristics of text that increase performance from the nonrefutational text could also result in failure to find a benefit of the refutational text, even though both texts produce conceptual change. For example, in some studies, additional information has been added to the nonrefutational text to equate for length with the refutational text (Alvermann & Hague, 1989; Broughton et al., 2010; Kendeou et al., 2011; Kendeou & van den Broek, 2007; Palmer, 2003) . Examples of "filler" information include additional everyday examples of the core principle or conceptual elaboration. As per the process model, this type of elaborative and explanatory information could increase the activation of the correct conception and lead to a stronger memory trace for the correct conception. A stronger representation of the correct conception in the nonrefutational text condition would thereby reduce the difference between the conceptual change observed in the refutational and nonrefutational conditions. This may account for the failure to find effects of the refutational text in several previous studies.
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repeating exactly the same semantic information without further elaboration. Although repetition of the "same" idea could strengthen that idea (Amlund, Kardash, & Kulhavy, 1986; Barnett & Seefeldt, 1989) , it would be expected to have a lesser impact than elaboration or explanation as it would involve only the single idea and not a network of ideas connected to the correct conception.
The Present Research
The present research explored the role of differences in prior knowledge about the target scientific principle as well as issues regarding the characteristics of the "refutational" and "nonrefutational" texts used in prior refutational text research. In Experiments 1 and 2, we investigated whether individuals who held relatively coherent misconceptions regarding reasons that air flows might experience greater learning from reading contrastive or refutational texts than readers who held fragmented misconceptions. In Experiment 3, we examined whether readers who did not hold the misconception addressed in the texts actually experienced performance decrements reading the contrast (used in Experiment 1) or refutational text (used in Experiment 2) relative to readers of the repetition texts used in those experiments.
A minimum of three weeks prior to participating in the actual experiments, the participants in each of the experiments completed an assessment of prior knowledge about causes of airflow in several everyday contexts. Performance profiles on that assessment were used to categorize participants as holding coherent misconceptions (i.e., response patterns that suggested consistent use of a theory-like misconception across several contexts), fragmented misconceptions (i.e., response patterns that suggested several misconceptions of similar "strength"), or mostly accurate understandings that air pressure differentials cause airflow. Details are provided below.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 compared learning outcomes of individuals displaying coherent misconception profiles and individuals displaying fragmented misconception profiles as a function of reading two different versions of the text. As indicated earlier, the coactivation hypothesis (Kendeou & van den Broek, 2007; van den Broek & Kendeou, 2008) as well as more passive activation-based text processing models predict that contemporaneous presence-inconsciousness of the misconception and the correct conception are necessary for conceptual change. In Experiment 1, we tested whether the co-presence of the misconception and the correct conception in the text was sufficient to induce conceptual change and whether sufficiency was related to coherent versus fragmentary misconceptions. Thus, the texts in Experiment 1 did not include the explicit refutation statement of the misconception that is typically included in refutational texts. Accordingly, we refer to this text as a "contrast" text, as it does not fulfill all three characteristics of true refutational texts. Conceptual change in response to this "contrast" text was compared to that for a text that presented the scientific conception with a paraphrase restatement of it; the latter presentation minimized elaboration effects of information added to equate length of the two texts. We refer to this text as the "accurate repetition" text because it repeated the correct conception twice. We expected greater impact of contrast texts on participants holding coherent as compared to fragmentary misconceptions, due to the higher likelihood of coherent misconceptions as compared to isolated ones remaining active when the accurate conception is read.
Method
Participants. One hundred and eighteen undergraduates (68% female) at a large midwestern university participated in the learning from text experimental session. All participants were fluent English speakers. Compensation for participation was course credit in an introductory psychology course at the university.
Experimental design. In Experiment 1, we used a 2 (text type: contrast, repetition) ϫ 2 (misconception profile prior to reading: coherent, fragmented) between-participants design to explore the potential interaction between type of text and misconception profile in learning scientific content. Learning was tested with a readministration of the multiple-choice recognition memory assessment, which was used to determine prior knowledge, and by responses to short essay questions about situations that were discussed in the texts.
Materials.
Multiple-choice knowledge assessment. A 10-item multiplechoice assessment was developed to assess prior knowledge and learning after participants had read the text appropriate to their experimental condition.
All questions assessed the same underlying principle: airflow in relation to pressure differentials. There were two items per each of five situational contexts (why ears pop given changes in altitude, why air moves from a deflating tire, why air moves from a deflating balloon, why winds occur in weather systems, and why air moves into vacuums). Each item required recognition of the accurate response from among a set of five multiple-choice response options. The multiple-choice response options for each item expressed different causes of air movement. One response option was developed to reflect the scientifically accepted conception-pressure differentials cause air movement from areas of higher to lower air pressure until reaching a state of equilibrium (Basca & Grotzer, 2001; Tytler, 1998) . Additional response options reflected three misconceptions commonly displayed in a number of everyday scenarios in previous research (Basca & Grotzer, 2001; Braasch & Goldman, 2006; De Berg, 1995; Engel Clough & Driver, 1985; Séré, 1982; Tytler, 1998) . The misconception featured in the contrast and refutational texts, for example, stated that air pressure builds up to some threshold and causes air movement until there is no air or air pressure left in the object (hereafter referred to as the all-or-none air pressure misconception). Basca and Grotzer (2001) , De Berg (1995) , and Engel Clough and Driver (1985) have all demonstrated that students frequently rely on the all-or-none air pressure misconception when reasoning about airflow. Another misconception stated that the higher atmospheric pressure outside of the object exerts a downward force on the outside of the object, resulting in air movement out (the incorrect implication is that air moves from an area of lower to an area of higher air pressure). The third type of misconception stated that air does not appreciate confinement and naturally wants to move into empty spaces. An additional idiosyncratic response option for each item was developed to account for addiThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
tional context-specific misconceptions and to guard against potential response biases. For each item, the response options were randomly ordered. Moreover, ordering of the sequence of items was based on two blocks, one per each set of five situational contexts. That is, the first block involved a randomized order of one item per each of the five situational contexts. The same approach was taken for the second block, with the constraint that the last item in block 1 could not involve the same situational context as the first item in block 2. Questions were presented in a different order for the two administrations.
Text materials. "What causes air movement" was the topic of the focal text. The first two partitions of the table in Appendix A show the full versions of the contrast and repetition versions of the texts used in Experiment 1. Both texts were divided into three discrete pages. The first page was identical in the two versions and described definitional information on air pressure and its relationships with altitude.
The first paragraph on the second page was the focus of the experimental manipulation. In the contrast text, the first paragraph introduced the all-or-none air pressure misconception within the context of an everyday example of ears popping during increased elevation (signified in italics). As stated above, contrary to the scientific conception, the misconception is that air pressure builds up to some threshold, and, when your ears pop, there is no air or air pressure left inside of your ear. The last sentence of the first paragraph stated that the scientific explanation is a bit more complex than this.
To control for length, we omitted the description of the misconception from the first paragraph of the repetition text and instead presented paraphrases of the scientific conception that would later be presented in paragraph 2. (See the sentences in italics in the first partition of the table).
The presentation of the scientific conception in the second paragraph on page 2 was identical across the contrast and repetition text versions. That is, both explicitly conveyed the target scientific principle that pressure differentials cause air movement from areas of higher to lower air pressure and that, when air is not moving, it is because pressure systems are in a state of equilibrium. The third page was identical across the text versions and presented the scientific conception to explain a new domain: reasons that winds occur in weather systems. Word length (contrast: 885; repetition: 878) and readability (contrast: grade 8.0; repetition: 7.9) were comparable for the two texts.
Short-answer essays. Short-answer essay prompts were constructed to assess knowledge of the target relationship between air pressure and air movement within two situational contexts that were discussed in the text (e.g., "Based on what you know, explain why your ears pop when you ascend rapidly in an airplane"). The two short essay prompts were printed on separate sheets of paper. Instructions stated that participants were to provide as much detail and be as complete as they could in their explanations.
Demographic survey. Demographic measures were collected to examine whether there were systematic differences in the characteristics of participants in the various conditions. The demographic survey requested self-reports of age, gender, native language, status in school, grade point average, scores on achievement tests (ACT or SAT), perceived interest in the text and the topic area (assessed on a 7-point Likert rating scale), status and major area of study in school, and the completed number and topics of prior science classes. Finally, participants completed a 20-item fill-in-the-blank test of general knowledge in earth and physical sciences, subject-matter domains that cover air pressure and air movement (e.g., What is the tendency for an object to stay at rest?).
Procedure. Participants were recruited from among those who were identified as having the fragmentary or the coherent misconception profile (see Coding below for inclusion criteria). Within each profile type, participants were randomly assigned to either the accurate repetition condition or the contrast text condition. Experimental sessions were conducted in large groups in a computer lab that contained IBM-compatible PCs. The texts were presented with E-Prime software (2000) . Participants first read a "warm-up" text on an unrelated topic to acclimate them to reading from the computer screen and to using the space bar to advance through subsequent screens. Participants could advance to immediately succeeding pages only by using links embedded at the bottom of each page, and they were not allowed to go back to previously read pages.
After the warm-up text was read, the E-Prime software presented participants with instructions for the text about causes of air movement. They were instructed to read the text on causes of air movement so as to be able to answer both short essay and multiplechoice questions based on what they read. They were told they would not be able to reference the text while answering the questions. Participants were told prior to the experiment that they would have up to 20 minutes to read the texts. The software recorded reading times per page.
After participants finished reading, they received the shortanswer essay writing task and a pencil to write their short essay responses. Instructions were to write each response directly on the prompt sheet and to provide complete responses to each question. Participants were allotted 15 minutes to write the short-answer essays, and all finished in that time. After they had completed the essays, participants were provided with the multiple-choice knowledge assessment and were allotted 10 minutes for its completion. Finally, participants completed the demographic survey in the allotted time of 10 minutes.
Coding. Prior knowledge profiles. A minimum of 3 weeks prior to conducting any of the experiments, we distributed the 10-item multiple-choice prior knowledge assessment in a mass testing session to 1,388 students and used it to identify potential participants. The criteria for coherent misconception and fragmentary misconception profiles were set by first noting that chance correct performance was 20% (5 response options).
Coherent misconception profiles were attributed to those participants who selected the all-or-none air pressure distractor on at least 40% (4 of 10) of the items, with no other type of response option (either distractor or correct option) selected on more than three items. Twelve percent of the sample met the criteria for the coherent misconception profile. Fragmented misconception profiles were attributed to those participants who selected among the four incorrect response options relatively equally, with no more than three correct answers. Seventeen percent of the sample met this criterion. Only individuals who met one of these two misconception profile criteria were solicited for participation in Experiments 1 and 2. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Those eligible for participation in Experiment 3 provided evidence for a partially correct profile, in that they selected the correct response option on at least 50% of the items. In particular, 96% in this profile group selected between 5 and 7 correct items; the remaining 4% selected 8 or 9 correct responses. In addition, selection of any one type of distractor was well below chance levels for the participants displaying the partially correct profiles prior to reading. Forty-eight percent of the sample met these criteria. Cronbach's alpha reliability scores for the multiple-choice measure were .57 (pre) and .59 (post). Although these are low for conventional reliabilities, low values can be expected where a degree of fragmentation (i.e., inconsistent responding across items) occurred on both pre-and posttests.
Core concepts included in short-answer essays. Each essay was scored with a set of seven scientifically accepted concepts that were included in the accurate contrast and repetition texts. Taken together, these core concepts constitute a complete, accurate depiction of the focal relationship presented in the texts: A pressure gradient force (differences in air pressure) causes air movement. Appendix B provides definitions and examples of coded statements of accurate and inaccurate versions of the core concepts mentioned in the short-answer essays. The first author in consultation with an earth scientist consultant identified the seven accurate concepts, as well as the ways that participants inaccurately mentioned the concepts. A given sentence in a participant's essay could contain single, multiple, or no concepts. For example, the sentence "When an airplane is 'taking off,' it gradually travels to higher altitudes. . ." would not receive credit for any of the core concepts. However, had the sentence added ". . .where the air pressure is lower," it would have received credit for core concept 2 in Appendix B. Had the sentence added instead ". . .where the air pressure is lower compared to the higher air pressure inside of your ears," that sentence would have received credit for core concepts 2 and 3. The first author went through all of the essays to generate a count of the number of correct and incorrect concepts included in each essay. An additional independent judge used the scoring rubric to score 20% of the essay responses. Cohen's kappa agreement was .92. Disagreements were resolved in discussion.
Results
Misconceptions profiles. Of the sample who participated in Experiment 1, individuals classified as having coherent misconception profiles more frequently selected the focal misconception response options (M ϭ 4.47, SD ϭ 0.73) than did the individuals classified as having fragmented misconception profiles (M ϭ 1.66, SD ϭ 0.47), t(116) ϭ 24.83, p Ͻ .001. It was also important to establish that the two groups were similar with respect to selection of the scientifically accurate responses. Unfortunately, this was not the case in the sample for Experiment 1: Individuals with coherent misconception profiles selected fewer accurate responses (M ϭ 1.93, SD ϭ 1.16) than did individuals with fragmented misconception profiles (M ϭ 2.32, SD ϭ 0.80), t (116) Table 1 . Overall, the analysis indicates that, regardless of text type or misconception profile, everyone selected around two and a half more items correctly after reading (pre: M ϭ 2.12, SD ϭ 1.00; post: M ϭ 4.62, SD ϭ 1.79).
An additional 2 (text type: contrast, repetition) ϫ 2 (misconception profile prior to reading: coherent, fragmented) ϫ 2 (test time: pre, post) mixed ANOVA using the mean number of response selections indicating the all-or-none air pressure misconception showed a significant main effect from pre to post, F(1, 114) ϭ 96.23, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .46, and a main effect for misconception profile group, F(1, 114) ϭ 144.75, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .56. These main effects were qualified by a significant interaction between misconception profile and test time, F(1, 114) ϭ 125.33, Learning: short-answer generation. A 2 (text type: contrast, repetition) ϫ 2 (misconception profile prior to reading: coherent, fragmented) analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was conducted, with proportion of accurate core concepts included in the shortanswer essay responses as the dependent measure and number of scientifically accurate responses on the multiple-choice pretest as a covariate. As shown in Table 2 , this analysis produced a main effect for misconception profile, F(1, 112) ϭ 9.53, p Ͻ .01, p 2 ϭ .08. After we controlled for pretest performance, readers with coherent misconception profiles wrote essays that included a greater proportion of accurate core concepts (M A ϭ 0.79, SD ϭ 0.28) than did readers with fragmented misconception profiles (M A ϭ 0.63, SD ϭ 0.28). The main effect for text type, F(1, 112) ϭ 2.80, p Ͻ .10, p 2 ϭ .03, and the interaction, F(1, 112) Ͻ 1, ns, were not significant.
Tests for differences in demographic and general science knowledge. We conducted exploratory analyses using the selfreported demographic information and performance on the general science knowledge assessment to confirm that there were not differences across conditions despite random assignment. A series of 2 ϫ 2 between-participants ANOVAs were conducted, with self-reported age, years in college, ACT performance, number of high school science courses completed, number of college science courses completed, interest ratings on the text and the topic, and the total correct on the general science knowledge assessment as the dependent variables. Additionally, dichotomous variables such as type of major (science vs. non-science), gender, and first language were submitted to binary logistic regressions. For all analyses, text type and misconception profile were the independent variables. Based on the large number of statistical tests, a more stringent alpha level was adopted (p Ͻ .01). There were no reliable main effects or interactions resulting from the analyses. It was noteworthy that those who had the coherent misconception profile prior to reading were no more or less knowledgeable about general concepts within earth and physical science domains (i.e., domains in which the relationship between air pressure and air movement is present) than were those who had the fragmented misconception profile. Nor was scientific background (in terms of amount of training in the sciences or whether their major area of study involved a science) related to misconception profile. Thus, these analyses indicate that the differential learning effects for those with coherent versus fragmented misconception profiles are not indicative of systematic differences in other characteristics of these individuals.
Discussion
In Experiment 1, a contrastive text that contained both the misconception and the correct conception but lacked the third element of refutational texts-the explicit refutational statementdid not significantly improve readers' understanding above and beyond a text that repeated the scientific description twice. Analysis of the multiple-choice knowledge assessment data indicated that all readers generally increased their selection of scientifically accurate response options after reading, regardless of text type. And, there was a corresponding decrease in the choice of focal misconception distractors, particularly among the coherent profile readers, but this was equally likely regardless of text version. The results from the short-answer essay responses additionally indicated that a coherent misconception prior to reading had a positive effect on retrieval of information associated with correct conceptual understanding of airflow and pressure, but this was again unrelated to text version. Overall, the data from Experiment 1 indicate that simply presenting a misconception and then an accurate conception is insufficient to produce learning beyond that resulting from repetition of the correct conception.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we inserted into the contrast text the explicit refutation statement that is a key feature of typical refutational texts. We again compared learning performance after reading on recognition and short-answer generation tasks for learners with either coherent or fragmentary misconception profiles. We modified the accurate repetition text from Experiment 1 to highlight the scientific accuracy of the explanation described in that text. We did this so that any differences between the two texts could be attributed to the presence of the misconception and its refutation rather than to the explicit statement of accuracy of the scientifically correct conception. Thus, Experiment 2 compared a refutational text to a highlighted accurate repetition text.
These changes to the texts would be expected to strengthen the representation of the correct conception in memory for both text types. However, more than the highlighted accurate repetition text, the refutational text should result in weakening of the all-or-none misconception and possibly the whole network for the coherent misconception readers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Method
Participants. One hundred and five undergraduates (68% female) at a large midwestern university participated in the learning from text experimental session. All participants were fluent English speakers. Compensation for participation was course credit in an introductory psychology course at the university. Experiment 2 incorporated the same criteria for participant solicitation as did Experiment 1.
Experimental design. In Experiment 2, we used a 2 (text type: refutation, highlighted repetition) ϫ 2 (misconception profile prior to reading: coherent, fragmented) between-participants design to explore the potential interaction between text type and misconception profile. As in Experiment 1, learning was tested with changes in pre-post performance on the multiple-choice knowledge assessment as well as the proportion of accurate core concepts included in the short essay responses.
Materials. The assessments were those used in Experiment 1. The second two partitions of the table in Appendix A show the full text versions in Experiment 2. As in Experiment 1, the two versions of the text were subdivided into three discrete pages. Only the first paragraphs on page 2 were modified. For the refutation text, an explicit refutation statement (let's explore people's commonsense, yet inaccurate beliefs) was inserted directly before the presentation of the misconception. The transition presented an additional signal of the accuracy of the scientific conception and a more direct statement that the two conceptions conflict (This belief, however, contradicts the scientifically accepted explanation. In contrast, scientific experiments have shown. . .).
The first paragraph on page 2 for the highlighted repetition text was also modified to more explicitly mark the accuracy of the scientific conception and the rhetorical structure of the text. An explicit marker (The general scientifically accepted explanation is that. . .) was inserted directly before the first presentation of the scientific conception. The transition again signaled the accuracy of the scientific conception (This provides a nice overview of the scientifically accepted explanation), with an additional statement that the two paragraphs are paraphrases of one another (To put it another way, scientific experiments have shown. . .). Word length for the refutational and highlighted repetition versions of the text were identical (904 words). Readability (refutational: grade 8.2; highlighted repetition: 8.4) was comparable for the two texts.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that in Experiment 1. Scoring of short essay responses. The scoring was identical to that in Experiment 1. One rater scored all essays for correct and incorrect concepts. A second rater independently scored a random 20% of the essays. Cohen's kappa reliability index between raters was .89. Disagreements were resolved in discussion.
Results
Misconception profiles. Individuals classified as having coherent misconception profiles more frequently selected this response (M ϭ 4.47, SD ϭ 0.85) than did those with fragmented misconception profiles (M ϭ 1.75, SD ϭ 0.48), t (103) This was true for both misconception profile groups. Thus, the results suggest that refutations more effectively produced conceptual change than did texts that repeated the correct scientific principle.
Learning: short-answer generation. A 2 (text type: refutational, highlighted repetition) ϫ 2 (misconception profile prior to reading: coherent, fragmented) ANCOVA was conducted, with proportion of accurate core concepts included in the short-answer essay responses as the dependent measure and number of scientifically accurate responses on the pretest as a covariate. As shown in Table 2 , this analysis produced a main effect for misconception profile, F(1, 100) ϭ 6.17, p Ͻ .05, p 2 ϭ .06. After we controlled for pretest performance, readers with coherent misconception profiles wrote short-answer essays containing a greater proportion of accurate core concepts (M A ϭ 0.78, SD ϭ 0.26) than did shortanswer essays written by readers with fragmented misconception profiles (M A ϭ 0.65, SD ϭ 0.26). Moreover, there was also a main effect for text type, F(1, 100) ϭ 6.28, p Ͻ .05, p 2 ϭ .06. After we controlled for pretest performance, readers of refutational texts displayed a greater proportion of accurate core concepts in their post-reading essays (M A ϭ 0.78, SD ϭ 0.27) than did readers of texts that highlighted and repeated the accurate conception (M A ϭ 0.65, SD ϭ 0.26). The interaction between text type and misconception profile, however, was not significant, F(1, 100) Ͻ 1, ns.
Tests for differences in demographic and general science knowledge measures. As in Experiment 1, the self-reported demographic information and performance on the general science knowledge assessment were submitted to a series of 2 ϫ 2 between-participants ANOVAs (in the case of the continuous dependent measures) or binary logistic regressions (in the case of the dichotomous dependent measures). There were no reliable main effects or interactions resulting from the analyses. As in Experiment 1, these analyses confirmed that there were not differences between conditions that partially or completely accounted for the learning effects.
Discussion
Experiment 2 demonstrated that acquisition of the scientifically accurate airflow principle was more likely when both a contrast and an explicit refutation statement were present than when the correct conception was repeated, even when it was highlighted as the correct conception. Thus, it appears that the simultaneous presence of the misconception, the correct conception, and an explicit refutation of the misconception produced greater conceptual change than did simply emphasizing the correct conception by repeating it. This conclusion is reinforced by the trend for greater decreases in the all-or-none misconception distractor option following reading of the refutational as compared to the highlighted repetition text. The same reduction was not present in Experiment 1. Refutational text versions also led to better generation of shortanswer responses than did the highlighted repetition text. Again, the contrast text in Experiment 1 did not produce this learning benefit either. Finally, overall, coherent misconception profile readers generally included more concepts in post-reading essays than did fragmented profile readers. This effect was present in both experiments.
Experiment 3
Our purpose in Experiment 3 was to determine if reading a text that contained a misconception would interfere with the correct conception in readers who did not show evidence of holding the misconception prior to reading. A concern has been raised that presenting refutational texts to readers who do not hold the misconception discussed in the text could induce the misconception (Hynd et al., 1997) . If this is the case, an expository text that presents only the scientifically accurate conception (like the accurate repetition versions used in the first two experiments) may afford a better learning opportunity than would a text that presents the misconception. An alternate possibility is that the juxtaposition of the misconception and correct conception might generally strengthen students' accurate conceptions because the juxtaposition reflects "contrasting cases," an instructional strategy that has been shown to be highly effective (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998) .
In Experiment 3, we examined the impact of all four text versions from Experiments 1 and 2 on learners who did not show evidence of holding either coherent or fragmentary misconceptions based on performance on the prior knowledge assessment. Those solicited to participate in Experiment 3 performed at higher accuracy levels than did those with misconceptions on the pretest, and they did not meet the criteria for either coherent or fragmentary misconception profiles. Experiment 3 therefore tested whether exposure to texts that state a commonly held misconception might negatively impact learners who do not hold that misconception prior to reading it.
Method
Participants. One hundred and ten undergraduates (55% female) at a large midwestern university participated in the learning from text experimental session. Participants were recruited from the same mass testing pool of 1,388 students from which participants in Experiment 1 and 2 were drawn, except that eligibility for Experiment 3 was having a partially correct profile. (See Coding for the criteria.) As in Experiments 1 and 2, all participants were fluent English speakers. Compensation for participation was course credit in an introductory psychology course at the university.
Design. In Experiment 3, we used a four-level betweenparticipants design in which each group received a different version of the text: contrast, repetition, refutation, highlighted repetition. All participants showed evidence of the partially accurate profile. As in Experiments 1 and 2, learning was tested with changes in pre-post performance on the multiple-choice knowledge assessment as well as the proportion of accurate core concepts included in the short essay responses.
Materials. The assessments and texts were the same as those in previous experiments.
Procedure. The procedure was identical to that in Experiments 1 and 2. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Results
Pretest performance. Average pretest scores for the four groups were similar (contrast: M ϭ 5.31, SD ϭ 1.20; repetition: M ϭ 5.09, SD ϭ 1.10; refutation: M ϭ 5.52, SD ϭ 1.16; highlighted repetition: M ϭ 5.23, SD ϭ 1.11). Pretest scores were again included in all analyses, either as repeated measures or covariates, to provide consistency across experiments.
Reading time. Reading times for page 2, the focal page exhibiting the text manipulations, were similar across the four text conditions (contrast: M ϭ 107.25, SD ϭ 27.32; repetition: M ϭ 104.86, SD ϭ 32.08; refutation: M ϭ 100.36, SD ϭ 27.93; highlighted repetition: M ϭ 117.84, SD ϭ 41.13), F(3, 106) ϭ 1.22, ns.
Learning: recognition memory. A 4 (text type: contrast, repetition, refutation, highlighted repetition) ϫ 2 (pre, post) repeated-measures ANOVA with multiple-choice test performance as the dependent measure demonstrated a main effect for test time, F(1, 106) ϭ 41.56, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .28. The text type main effect, F(3, 106) Ͻ 1.19, and the interaction, F(1, 106) Ͻ 1, however, did not approach statistical significance. Overall, the analysis indicates that, even though these students selected the correct response options with some regularity prior to reading, they were able to gain, on average, 1.2 more items correct on the posttest (pre: M ϭ 5.29, SD ϭ 1.16; post: M ϭ 6.51, SD ϭ 2.03).
Learning: short-answer generation. ANCOVA using text type as the four-level independent variable, proportion of accurate core concepts included in the short-answer essay responses as the dependent variable, and pretest scores as a covariate failed to produce a significant text type effect, F(3, 105) Ͻ 1.02, ns. 
Discussion
Experiment 3 suggests that, for learners who already have a partially accurate understanding within the domain, there were similar learning outcomes regardless of the type of text that was read. That is, reading any text presenting the scientifically accurate conception, regardless of whether this was also presented in contrast with a misconception and whether or not the accuracy of the conceptions were specifically marked, resulted in significant learning gains. Moreover, the overwhelming majority of concepts included in reader-generated essays were accurate. The findings are consistent with a characterization that learners with enough correct knowledge did not need explicit markers of the accuracy of the correct conception to strengthen it. Instead, it appears to be the case that any presentation of the scientific conception served to strengthen readers' existing understandings into a more coherent and stable scientific conception. There was no evidence suggesting that reading a refutational text induced misconceptions.
General Discussion
Three experiments tested whether different features of texts and prior knowledge organization impacted learning from scientific texts including those presenting refutations to a common misconception. Experiments 1 and 2 tested whether cooccurrence in the same text of the misconception statement and a statement of the scientifically accurate conception is sufficient to account for learning from refutational texts (Experiment 1), or whether learning requires the co-occurrence plus an explicit statement flagging the correct conception as accurate (Experiment 2). Both experiments also tested the possibility that the degree of misconception coherence in a reader's prior knowledge base-as indicated by the reader's consistency in selecting misconception-based responses on an assessment administered prior to reading-moderated learning from refutations in scientific texts. Experiment 3 examined whether readers whose prior knowledge assessments showed little evidence of holding misconceptions actually experienced worse performance after reading texts that contained the misconception than did similar readers who read texts that repeated the correct conception and did not mention the misconception. Two indices of learning that were included were meant to reflect the quality of and changes in readers' understandings. The first index of learning was a multiple-choice recognition memory test on which conceptual change was indicated by pre-to posttest increases in selecting the scientifically accurate responses and decreases in selecting the all-or-none misconception. Also, because the multiplechoice test required application to new topics, readers were required to reason and not merely superficially accept a directly stated fact. The second index was the number of correct concepts included in student-generated responses to short-answer questions. Generating an essay response from memory should also be affected by the quality of a reader's underlying situation model. The clearest evidence for coherent and accurate representations would be when these two learning measures converge and both show improvement.
Several main findings from these experiments have implications for the design of instructional texts. First, the results of Experiment 1 indicated that the co-occurrence of the misconception and the scientific conception in the same text (contrast condition) did not produce conceptual change to any greater degree than a text that presented the accurate conception twice. Second, the results of Experiment 2 indicated that a traditional refutational text-one that included the misconception and the accurate conception and explicitly "tagged" them as suchproduced greater conceptual change than a text that presented the accurate conception twice and mentioned its accuracy. Third, the results of Experiment 3 demonstrated that refutational texts did not impart misconceptions to students who did not already hold them.
The different conceptual change effects for Experiments 1 and 2 have implications for theories of refutational text comprehension. First, the data are consistent with the assumption that the contemporaneous presence-in-consciousness of the misconception and the correct conception is important for inducing conceptual change from scientific texts (Kendeou & van den Broek, 2007; McCrudden, 2012 , van den Broek & Kendeou, 2008 . However, the present research indicates that merely providing the misconception and accurate conception within the same text without explicit indication of which is accurate appears to be insufficient to produce conceptual change from reading, regardless of the organization of pre-reading misconceptions. The explicit refutational statement was necessary to This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
produce conceptual change favoring the accurate conception for both groups of readers. There are a number of possible explanations for the importance of the explicit refutational statement. First, refutatational statements may make it more likely that readers "tag" misconception-based prior knowledge as incorrect. This may make it more likely that readers abandon their prior understanding in favor of the scientific conception that immediately follows, offering a plausible and fruitful alternative (see the conceptual change model of Posner et al., 1982) . At the same time, it might be the case that explicit refutational statements increase the likelihood that readers will experience cognitive conflict (Chan, Burtis, & Bereiter, 1997; Hewson & Hewson, 1984) and engage in more active resolution processes focused on resolving the discrepancies between inaccurate and accurate conceptions (Ariasi & Mason, 2011; Chi, 2000 Chi, , 2008 McCrudden, 2012) . Future research employing trace methodologies (e.g., tracking eye movements during reading, collecting verbal protocols during reading, or some combination thereof) could help to determine the ways that the different refutational text features-especially the explicit refutational statementmight stimulate these conceptual change processes. Although one needs to be cautious when making comparisons across experiments, the difference in learning patterns between Experiments 1 and 2 suggests that the previously obtained mixed results associated with refutations in text may be accounted for by the explicitness of the refutational statements used. Prior studies incorporating "refutational" texts that only imply inaccuracy (Alvermann & Hague, 1989; Broughton et al., 2010; Palmer, 2003) tended to report no memory or learning benefits from refutation compared to control conditions. On the other hand, refutational texts that clearly confronted readers' misconceptions with more explicit refutation statements ("If you also think in this way, you are mistaken") tended to result in significantly better learning outcomes than was seen with their respective control texts (Chambers & Andre, 1997; Mason et al., 2008; Vilppu et al., 2011) . Thus, what the current work adds to understanding the previous effects of refutations on science learning is that the explicitness of the refutational statement matters. Future research could directly manipulate the presence versus absence of the refutational statement within the same experiment to support this argument.
Previous research on refutation effects has also varied the kinds of texts used in the control conditions. In the current work, we chose to equate for length by adding paraphrased sentences of the scientific explanation that was to follow in subsequent text. We were concerned that text length equation strategies used in previous research (providing additional examples, introducing new terminology or conceptual elaboration) may have strengthened the representation for the correct alternative rather than being neutral. Previous text processing research has demonstrated that paraphrasing does not appear to be related to the construction of deeper understandings of the textual information (Coté, Goldman, & Saul, 1998; Goldman, Braasch, Wiley, Graesser, & Brodowinska, 2012) . Thus, we equated for length by repeating the semantic information from the scientific explanation sentences.
At the same time, however, one could argue that even the repetition of information related to the correct scientific conception raised control readers' performance up to that of the refutation conditions (an argument that seems especially relevant for Experiment 1). Indeed, others have demonstrated that repeated readings of expository texts increase recall more than do single readings (Amlund et al., 1986; Barnett & Seefeldt, 1989) . Although it is unlikely that repetition-related memory benefits for the textbase would improve performance on our learning measures (because readers needed to construct inferences to be able to accurately respond), it is still possible that the repetition of the scientific conception benefited the control groups. Thus, future work would be well informed by the use of a variety of comparison conditions.
The present experiments also have implications for theories of conceptual change, and provide insight into the potential role that misconception coherence may play in learning from scientific texts in general. In this set of studies, rather than pitting the two predominant theoretical approaches to conceptual change (implicit theory vs. knowledge in pieces) against each other, we used the two alternative approaches as a way of examining individual differences in the kinds of misconceptions that were held. Indeed, we were able to identify some students who held more coherent misconceptions about the topic and some who seemed to have more fragmented prior knowledge about the topic, which suggests that both approaches may be correct for some students at least some of the time. Furthermore, these differences that were identified between students in the nature of their misconceptions were seen to affect understanding of the accurate conception.
Several researchers have previously posited that "coherent" or "strongly held" misconceptions within a scientific domain may be detrimental to the acquisition of the accurate conception (Dole, 2000; Dole & Sinatra, 1998; Hewson & Hewson, 1984) . However, the current work provides evidence that, in comparison to fragmentary pre-reading misconceptions, coherent pre-reading misconceptions were not detrimental to learning. In fact, there was evidence in both Experiments 1 and 2 that readers who held coherent misconceptions prior to reading generated more accurate core concepts after reading, regardless of the texts they read. The short-answer generation results are inconsistent with a characterization that a stronger, more coherent misconception might "overwhelm" recognition of the inconsistency with the scientific conception (Dole, 2000; Otero & Kintsch, 1992; Posner et al., 1982) . Instead, the data support the notion that the more coherent misconception network underwent a decrease in strength as a function of reading. Readers with coherent misconceptions may have experienced cognitive conflict when reading any text presenting the scientific conception. The statements presenting the correct concepts, however, appeared to be insufficient for the fragmentary misconception group to edit and restructure their knowledge elements into more appropriate, scientific understandings. As a consequence, they generated correct concepts in a more limited fashion than did the coherent misconception group.
Although the demographic analyses in both experiments showed no differences between students who were classified into the different misconception profiles on several reader characteristics including general knowledge of scientific concepts in earth and physical sciences, breadth of science courses taken, and whether or not the reader was a science major, other variables that we did not assess in the current work may relate to misconception coherence. It is unknown whether the coherent and fragmented misconception profiles relate differently to other individual differences measures, such as readers' epistemic beliefs in the domain of interest (e.g., do students who believe that knowledge is certain also display coherThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ent misconception prior to reading?). Other work has already begun to explore how this characteristic may predict conceptual change in science (Franco et al., 2012; Mason et al., 2008) . Future research could explore relationships between misconception coherence and additional reader characteristics, examining their potential contributions to learning from scientific texts including those with refutations.
In conclusion, this set of experiments is particularly informative to understanding of refutational text comprehension because it is the first to separate the independent contributions of the contrast between the misconception and scientifically accepted conception from the contribution of the explicit refutation statement. The current findings suggest that it is the marriage of the key refutational text features that stimulates conceptual change, especially for learners who endorse misconceptions prior to reading. It is important to note that none of the findings suggest any detriments to learning in presenting common misconceptions in scientific texts, just differential benefits depending on the text features included and the content of prior knowledge. If we assume, as others have (e.g., Perkins & Simmons, 1988) , that misconceptions are the norm in science learning contexts, the present findings highlight the importance of providing additional opportunities to recognize when and how prior knowledge differs from the novel scientific conception being described. Additional research should more fully specify the complex ways that tasks, text features, prior knowledge, and other reader characteristics may interact to affect conceptual change in a variety of scientific domains. Extensions in this vein seem necessary, particularly when one considers that scientific texts and textbooks rarely address readers' misconceptions in overt ways (Chambliss, 2002) and that readers may be unlikely to notice contrasts and discrepancies on their own (Epstein, Glenberg, & Bradley, 1984; Glenberg, Wilkinson, & Epstein, 1982; Noordman, Vonk, & Kempff, 1992; Otero & Kintsch, 1992; Wiley & Myers, 2003) . The most important charge for future work will be to develop conditions that support learners of varied backgrounds in overcoming the misconceptions they bring to learning contexts.
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there is always air pressure inside our ears, and always air pressure in the atmosphere. Our ears pop because our ears are trying to equalize the air pressure on either side of the Eustachian tubes. Air molecules always move from areas of high pressure to areas of low pressure. In this instance, air would move out until the air pressure in the inner ear is matched to that of the surrounding atmosphere. Thus, there is always some air pressure in all areas. When we dive to the bottom of a swimming pool, the air in our ears is under less pressure than the water around us. This causes water to be pushed into the inner ear. When we return to the surface, the pressure inside our ears is greater than the outside air, and both water and some air molecules are pushed out. These are just a few everyday examples of the ways our bodies adjust to pressure changes. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
